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Golf great,
Woods,speaks
up,says crash is
a 'private matter'
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Wnter
WINDERMERE. Fla. (AP)
— Despite presenting his side
of the car-crash story. and asking
that at remain "a pnvate matter,"
Tiger Woods may still not be in
the clear.
Troopers
arnving at his
Isleworth
home requesting an interview
were
tumed down
for a third
straight day,
but the Florida
Highway
Woods
Patrol said it
will continue to investigate. Yet
she tabloid-fueled rumors now
swirling around one of the
world's nchest and most-recognizable athletes could turn out
to be more troublesome still.
About an hour before the
tr-oopen; arrived Sunday afteinoon, Woods released a statement on his Web site taking
responsibility for — but providfig few details about — the
fniddle-of-the-night accident
that ieft hirn dazed. bruised and
bloodied.
"'This is a private matter and I
want to keep it that way,"
Woods said. "Although I understand there is curiosity. the
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Stone, Hansen say
numbers are quickly
approaching last year
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ow that 'Thanksgiving is over, the
Christmas giving season is upon us
and the local schools' family
resource centers say their Christmas projects could see even more demand than last
year.
Julie Stone, the coordinator for Murray
Independent Schools Family Resource
Center, said she had been hoping to have
the application process finished by now,
but that families are still signing up for
help through the Tiger Christrnas program.
The program is aimed at helping parents
provide gifts for their children when they
cannot afford them. Stone said that any
families who need to sign up for the program should do so immediately.
Stone said the project needs as many
people as possible to sponsor families. Sht
said that if the sponsors do not wish to do
the shopping themselves, they can give
monetary donations. Since it is up to her
and htneann Turner at Murray High
School to do all the shopping, however. it
would preferable for them to buy gifts and
tum them into the resource center. She said
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PVA Jackson
among latest to
seek re-election
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Property Valuation Administrator Ronnie
Jackson is the latest candidate to file to run
for re-election in the May 2010 Primary
and November General Election for another term in office.
Jackson, who is seeking a sixth terns,
said equality. fairness and efficiency have
always been the standards by which he has
tried to administer tax laws in Calloway
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At Fort Campbell, teams nurture mental health
By KRISTIN M. HALL
Associated Press Writer
ORT CAMPBELL. Ky.
rAP) — Army brigade
leaders at Fort Campbell
have tsegun monthly' meetings
of officers, doctors and counselors to catch early signs of
emotional or mental stress
among their troops and intervene before soldiers hurt themselves or others.
It's a unique effort at this
the
on
base
sprawling
Tennessee-Kentucky line that
fits with broader Army initiatives to deal with a nse in suicides among troops. The Army
has bolstered suicide prevention since February after a

F

record 140 cases in 2008, but
this month said the number
may rise again this year. It had
recorded 140 suspected cases
as of Nov. It.
The bngade teams are part of
Fort Campbell's plans that also
include moving counselors and
social workers out of hospitals
and clinics and embedding
them in the bngades to break
down barriers and overcome
the stigma of seeking help.
It's a decentralized appmach
to help soldiers become more
resilient to stress after repeated
deployments over eight years
of war. said Capt. Sebastian
101st
Schnellbacher. the
Airborne Division's psychia-
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trist.
"Instead of malting the soldiers come to us for care, we do
whatever we can to bnng ourselves closer to the soldiers,"
he said
Fort Campbell has several
behavioral health clinics for
soldiers and family members,
but psychiatrists and social
workers arc now also assigned
to each bngade to foster a better relationship with commanders and soldiers.
Schnellbacher said other
Army posts may track issues
like suicides or stress, but Fort
Campbell's initiative is differ-

11 See Page 2

AP Photorrhe Leaf-Chronicle. Jake Lowery
In this Nov. 12. photo, 101st Airborne Division 3rd Brigade
Combat Team soldiers march through tall grasses at Fort
Campbell, during a training mission as the soldiers prepare
for a year deployment to Afghanistan.
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:111 Fort Campbell
;From Front

•Woods accident...

•••

Schnellbacher said in the
Arrny, as in the civilian world.
people are still resisunt to seek-

But patrol spokeswoman Sgt.
Kim Montes said investigators
spoke with the neighbor who
made the 911 call on Saturday
and might seek out others who
were at the scene as well.
"If we have somebody who
we feel is pertinent to the investigation. then we will interview
them," she said.
In the 911 call released by the
FHP on Sunday, the unidentified
neighbor told the dispatcher, "I

tirrn, MGP & Associates. freFrom Front
quently works with athletes.
:ent because it uses the teams to
many: false. unfounded and "There are still over a dozen
imnactively help and treat solmalicious rumors that are cur- questions we have regarding
his
,-diers.
ing out behavioral health care.
rently circulating alxvut my fam- reputation because the statement
Under the new structure. each so they are looking
for new
ily and me ru-e irresponsible....
is not enough.7bngade has a team of doctors,
ways to make it more infomial
"I appreciate all the concern
The world's No. 1 golfer
chaplains. legal officers and
and well wishes that we have remained hunkered down at
-social
workers who meet regu- and pnitect soldiers' privacy.
_
received.- the statement con- home in an exclusive gated
One member of the new team
larly to discuss individual solcluded. "But. I would also ask community outside Orlando. He
diers who have shown signs of is called a military: family life
for some understanding that my was scheduled to compete at the
:trouble, such as a messy divorce consultant. a
licensed therapist
family and I deserve some pri- Chevron World Challen
ge,
7or a recent arrest. They: also
vacy no matter how intrusive which starts Thursda
who can talk to soldiers comy in
Itrack problem trends in the
some people can be.''
Thousand Oaks. Calif. The tour:7 brigades. such as rates of alco- pletely off the record. It's not
Yet several public-relations nament director, however,
did
considered treatment for a con:;bol or substance abuse.
expens believed there was little not know whether Woods
would
From Front
-; The military is looking care- dition and it allows soldiers to
chance of that request being play or even attend.
;:fully at risky behaviors like be more honest.
honored.
he said.
When troopers arrived at most sponsors who do this get a
folhese that can be warning signs
"The goal of putting out a Woods' home Sunday,
"They: call it'motorpool counhis attor- big thrill out of shopping for
43f more severe problems. Fon
statement. or having a press ney, Mark
Nelame, gave them children in need. On the same
Campbell has had 18 confirmed seling.'" said Schnellbacher.
conference. is to make sure Woods' driver's
license, regis- note, she said she and Turner
or suspected suicides since the 'ffivey will meet the soldier at
questions are answered so tration and
insuranc
e, as look forward to seeing the reacbeginning of the year, while the motorpool. or off post at the
you're not continuing to have required by law
for such acci- tions of the children and parents
other installations are dealing Starbucks."
questions that are crisis-relat- dents. This time,
the meeting when making their deliveries.
with a rash of violent acts such
ed." said Mike Paul, whose vvas not reschedu
"We really get the blessing by
The team can also help solled.
as homicide. Incidents like the
being in the middle of it," she
mass shooting at Fort Hood. an diers who are returning to a
said.
races or current officials seekattack where the motive remains brigade after being treated for a
Stone said the number of chilunclear. emphasize the need to behavioral health problem, such
ing election to other posts
dren who are signed up so far is
pay close attention to troubled as post-traumat
include Murray city councilmen about
From Front
ic stress disorder
300, which is close to last
. soldiers.
F.T. "Butch" Seargent and Greg
year, so there could be an even
or depression. The team will be
County and is seeking voter
Lt. Col. Michael Wirt, 2nd
Anderson, who are running for greater need this year.
Anyone
support in continuing the job.
Brigade Combat Team's sur- able to track recovery and help
mayor, as well as county busiwishing to sponsor a family or
"Calloway County now has
geon and coordinator of their commanders learn how to care
nessman and National Guard child may call her the resource
$1.5 billion dollars in taxable
Brigade Resiliency Team. said for that soldier, Wirt said.
real estate that must be valued veteran Howard Duncan, who is center at 759-9592 or Turner at
having different team members
"Since the institution of the
annually," Jackson said. "It is challenging Marcum for the 753-6565. Any donations can be
actively working within the
sent to 208 South 13th St. in
program
. the soldiers are tnore
my hope that the voters of Democratic nomination as sherbngade makes it easier to spot
Murray. Sponsors are asked to
iff.
proactiv
ely
seeking
Callowa
out
y County will once
,-problems before they become
help and
get
all gifts to the resource cenRepublicans and Democrats
again allow. me to use my qualiserious.
there's been more soldiers comter by Dec. 11 so that there is
fications and expenence to intending to run for office must
"The command may not be ing to see our behavior
al health
enough time to get them to famserve as their representative in file by 4 p.m. Oil Jan. 26, 2010.
aware that that soldier was havspecialist." Wirt said.
ilies before school is out for the
this valuation process."
: ing that problem and it provides
Candidates for open Murray
break.
Wirt said getting all the battalLast week, County Anorney Independent and Calloway
the command an avenue to be
Michelle Hansen, the coordiDavid Harrington submitted his County school boards seats
more proactive with the sol- ion leaders together once a
will
nator for Calloway County
papers for a fifth term as the have until August.
dier," Wirt said.
month to discuss behavioral
To run in a Schools Family
Resource
county's top lawyer and prose- pnmary
Most of the team members health issues in their
for a particular political Center, said close to 700 chilunits helps
cutor. A Democrat, Harrington party,
would also deploy with the
candidates must register dren were currently signed up
reduce fears among their solsaid he's seeking another four
brigades during tours to Iraq
as a member of the party by for the Santa Project. Last year's
diers
that
they
will
face
critiyears
looking out for the legal
and Afghanistan. Wirt said.
Dec. 31, 2009. The same final number was 778, so she
interests of Calloway Fiscal
cism for admitting a problem.
requirem
ent applies to voters suspected that this year's numCourt and prosecuting crimi"The command has really
DID SOMEONE SAY
wanting
to cast ballots in the ber would be the same or highnally accused in court.
GINGERBREAD DOG BISCUITS/
embraced this program and it's
er. She said sponsors who sign
May
.
primary.
Those previously. filing for reone of the priorities of our
election include U.S Rep. Ed
(11111,1:07. '11.117/%111/...6‘
brigade commander," Wirt said.
Whitfield, County
JudgeExecutive
Wirt said he's seeing more
Larry
Elkins,
Calloway County Shenff Bill
soldiers take part in programs
Marcum, Magistrates Eddie
provided by the chaplain, such
Clyde Hale, Connie Morgan,
as financial aid classes.
Bobby Stubblefield and Johnny
"The soldiers are really lookGingles. Calloway County
Nov. 30
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. and
ing to participate when they
25 shopping
Coroner Rick Harris. who is
need it and that's been a very
days 'til Christmas
seeking his first elected terrn.
encouraging sign," he said.
Newcomers to local political

have a nelghbor. he hit the tree.
And we came out here just to
see what was going on. I see
him and he's laying down.The caller did not identify the
neighbor as Woods. When asked
if the victim was unconscious,
the neighbor replied, "Yes,"
Parts of the call were inaudible because of a bad connection.
At one point, the voice of a
woman is heard yelling. "What
happened?"

•Needs ...

Re-election...

r

up for a child would be provided with a list of requested gift.
that parents have provided,
which will include clothing
sizes. She said people may also
give monetary. donations if they:
wish. Sponsors may call 762333 to contnbute or send checks
to 1169 Pottertown Rd. in
Murray.
"We appreciate anything anybody is willing to do," Hansen
said. "It makes a huge differ
ence."
Hansen said the deadline for
families to submit applications
to be included in the Santa
Project is Dec. I I. She said they
would need to come in for a
meeting and they can call the
resource center to set up an
appointment.
Although it is not related
directly to thc Santa Project,
Hansen said there were also
many families who need help
with their utility costs, so donations are encouraged for that as
well. Hansen said the deadline
for dropping off gifts would be
Dec. 14 and that the pickup
dates would be Dec. 16 and 17.
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Kentucky

News in Bnef
Body was that of missing man in Pulaski
SOMER

SET, Ky.(AP) ---- A burned body lound in
a brush pile
near Somerset has been identified as
that of a missing Pulaski
County man.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported
the body was found late
Saturday afternoon about eight miles from
where Jeffrey Kevin
Pnce's pickup truck was found burned on Nov.
9.
'The state medical examiner identified the
body on Sunday as
that of Price, who was 21 years old. The cause
of death has not
yet been established.
The Pulaski County Shenff's Office responded
to a 91 I call
about discovery of the body.

Western Ky. looking to save killowatts

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.( AP — Vvestern Kentuck
y University
is hoping to apply last year's lessons to this year's
winter break.
The Bowling Green Daily News reports that the school
saved I
million killowatt hours by shutting down an extra
week in the
2008-09 winter break.
The school won't be able to close the extra week this
year. but
university sustainability coordinator, Chnstian Ryan-D
owning.
says all faculty and staff members are asked to tum off
and
unplug appliances and computers in their offices, while
things
such as drinking fountains and vending machine
s will also be
pulled from their power sources.
Like last year, buildings will see thermostats dropped
to about
60 degrees. restaurant and catering departments are being
asked to
consolidate freezer space, and some parking lots will be lit
less
brightly. but still at safe levels.

Soldiers return from Afghanistan

FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.(AP) — Nearly 5(X) Fort Campbell
soldiers are returning this week after a I2-month deployment
to
Afghanistan.
The soldiers are members of the l59th Combat Aviation
Brigade. Nearly 7(X) soldiers from the brigade retumed earlier
this
month. The remainder of the brigade is expected to return
by the
end of the year.
Ceremonies welcoming the soldiers are scheduled for Monday
afternoon and Thursday morning.
Fort Campbell straddles the Kentucky-Tennessee border.

Maysville college to grow switchgrass

MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Five acres ot switchgrass is being
planted on the campus of Maysville Community and Technic
al
College to test its use as a biofuel.
Associated professor Carrie Taylor says she hopes to sell
the
switchgrass to power plants. Switchgrass is mixed with coal
feedstock to fuel power plants.
She says diversification is important. especially' in light
of the
changes to the tobacco industry. Farmers interested in
trying
switchgrass can visit the campus and learn about the crop
and its
maintenance.
Taylor plans to monitor the switchgrass for diseases.
fungus and
other potentially harmful factors with help from inmates
at the
Mason County Detention Center, who are part of a horticul
ture
work pmgram.

Western:fly. *Weed on BCS board

BOVVLING GREEN, Ky. AP) — Western Kentucky Universi
ty
President Gary Ransdell will represent the Sun Belt Confere
nce
on the board of presidents that oversees the Bowl Championship
Series.
The group expanded from eight to 12 members to include one
representative from each of the I I Football Bowl Subdivision
conferences and Notre Dame.
Ransdell praised the expansion. saying it gives smaller conferences such as the Sun Belt a larger voice in the future of the BCS.
The group of college presidents and chancellors was formed in
2003 to oversee the management of the BCS, a five-garne
arrangement for post-season college football. Its purpose is to
match the two top-ranIced teams in the final standings in a national championship game and to create competitive match-ups in the
four other BCS bowl games.

Kentucky's Scuba Santa

AP Photo/The Enquirer Ernest Coleman

Scuba Santa makes his way around the Newpor
t Aquanum on Saturday, Nov. 28, in Newport, Ky
dunng one of his daily visits to the Aquarium at Newport on the Levee on
the banks of the Ohio River.

Police: Suspect in four police
deaths hurt, may be dead
By MANUEL VALDES
Associated Press Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — A suspect
in the slaying of four police
officers who were gunned down
in a suburban coffee shop was
holed up at a Seattle house early
Monday. wounded and possibly
dead. police said.
Negotiators were trying to
communicate with Maurice
Clemmons, 37, using loudspeakers and explosions to try
to prod him from hiding. At one
point, gunshots rang through the
neighborhood, about 30 miles
froM the original crime.scene.
"We have determined that in
fact he has been shot." said Ed
Troyer, a spokesman for the
Pierce County Sheriff. "He may
be deceased from his gunshot
wound."
Clemmons, who has a long
criminal history -- including a
long prison sentence commuted
by former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee nearly a decade ago
— became the prime target
Sunday in the search for the
killer of Lakewood police Sgt.
Mark Renninger. 39, and
Officers Ronald Owens, 37;

Tina Gnswold, 40: and Greg
Richards 42.
Authorities had speculated
early Sunday that the gunman
might have been wounded at the
coffee shop by one of his victims. Troyer said intervievrs
with others detained in the
investigation confirmed that
theory.
Police surrounded the house
late Sunday, and a negotiator
used a loudspeaker early
Monday to call him out by
name. saying: "Mr. Clemmons,
I'd like to get you out of there
safely. I can tell you this, we are
not going away."
Any response from inside the
house was inaudible from the
vantage of a photographer for
The Associated Press. But
shortly thereafter. police began
using sirens outside the house,
and there were several loud
bangs before the negotiator
resumed speaking, saying:
"This is one of the toughest
decisions you'll make in your
life, but you need to man up."
By 3 a.m. Pacific time. the
loudspeakers and explosions
had fallen silent.
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Central Ky. city sees revenue from sin taxes

LANCASTER. Ky (AP) — A central Kentucky city has seen
about S45,000 in new revenue from so called "sin taxes" a year
after voters approved alcohol sales.
The Danville Advocate-Messenger reported that Lancaster
expects to take in SI 50.0(X)from the 2.25 percent tax on liquor
and 3.25 percent tax on alcohol by the drink by the time the fiscal
year ends June 30.
Lancaster Mayor Don Rinthen says the money comes from new
restaurants and stores taking advantage of the now-legal alcohol
sales, but that the money was never intended to bea savior for the
local economy.
"What it has really done is put us on an equal footing with surrounding areas," Rinthen said. "We had Danville go moist and
Nicholasville and Richmond both nearby. and we're sitting here
without anything to entice restaurants and other businesses."
The vote in October 2008 went 656 to 550 in support of the
move to allow akohol sales in the Garrard County community for
the first time since Prohibition.
Nathan Mick. Garrard County's economic development director.
said the main objectives of ending the ban have been met. He
points to Godfather's pizza restaurant as an example of a dining
option near downtown that would not have opened hut for alcohol
becoming legal.
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Horse Liniment
Erases Pain
HIAI.FA

H, FL — An ingredient
used to treat inflammation in
racehorse's legs. is now back on the
market in its original doctor recommended formula
According to a national drug store
survey. the formula at one time hevane so popular that it rose to the
top of pharmacy sales for topical pain
relievers But the company mark-tmg the product at the time changed
the formula arid sales plummeted.
One of the inventors of the original
formula has brought it back to the
market under the trade name ART11
ARREST and says it can relieve pain
for millions
AR
ARREST works by a dual
mechanism whereby, one ingredient
relieses pain immediately, while a
second ingredient seeks out and destroys the pain mes.senger signal before it can he wnt to the twain Considered a medical mirack hy some,
the AR Ill ARREST tomiula is usem the treatment of painful disorders ranging from minor aches and
purlieu more teriOUS COM it Wits %oat
as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism, len:Jena's, backache and more
ARlii ARREST is available in a
Len van icnt roll-on applicator at pharmacies without a prescription or call
1-800-339-3301.Now available at
WALTER'S PHARMACY
604 S. 12th SL • 753-76$11

Let's celebrate your special occasions!
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JAPANESE STEAK & SUSHI

Group parties welcome!
Hibachi Lunch & Dinner, and Sushi
Prepared and served
before your very own eyes!

J1111W111.111111
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

40% OFF
All In Stock Merchandise
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l4.3e Sell -Happiness
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
kfon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Closed Sun.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
ti'v tow!! Ito hew. it tort!

Largest variety &
best quality in Murray:

To report

news *tern. Of to
cell
the Ledger & T,mes
News Department today,

suggest a Story idea

-753-1916. ext. 26

AMGEN N,TIMES

270-761-SGUN(7486)
706 N. 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
(JC Penny Mall)

Lunch:
Everyday llam - 2pm

Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00pm - 9:30pm
Fri - Sat 4.00pm - 10:30pm
Sun 4-00pm - 9:00pm
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Afgtian, not U.S. forces, are key to victory

WASHINGTON (AP) - As Point, N.Y.
an increase of up to 35.000 more
President Barack Obama pre"'The key here is an Afghan U.S. forces to defeat the
pares to announce a new blue- surge. not an
American surge," Taliban-led insurgency. and stapnnt for the war in Afghanistan. Levin said. "We
cannot, by our- bilize a weak Afghan governthe leading Senate Democrat on s.elves. win (the)
war."
ment. The escalation, which
military matters says any plan to
Another facet of Obama's would take place over the next
significantly expand U.S. troop plan appeers to
be AP expanded year, would put more than
levels must show how those partnership with
Pakistan as part 100,000 Amencan troops in
reinforcements
will
help of U.S. pressure on that coun- Afghanistan at an annual cost of
increase the number of Afghan try's shaky. govern
ment to do 'about $75 billion.
security forces.
more to root out extremists
Obama is also expected to
The remarks from Sen Carl based along Pakistan's
borders outline an exit strategy for the
Levin of Michigan. chairman of with Afghanistan.
war.
the Senate Armed Services
The Washingtem Post reportDemocrats concerned over
Committee. are a preview of the ed Monday that ()barna
had sent the price tag have proposed a
possible roadblocks ()barna a letter to Pakistan Preside
nt war tax to pay for operations.
faces from his own party. as he Asif Ali Zardari saying
the U.S. kep David Obey, D-Wis., chairbegins to sell d broader, more planned no early withdra
wal man
of
the
House
expensive battle plan for from Afghanistan and will Appropn
ations Corrunittee, has
„Afghanistan to an American increase its military and eco- introdu
ced legislation to impose
public weary of the conflict.
nomic
cooperation
with a war surtax beginning in 2011.
Greater numbers of Afghan Pakistan. The Post, quoting The bill would
exempt service
army and police are central to unidentified administration offi- member
s and their families.
succeeding in the 8-yeadold cials, said Obama called for
"If this war is important
'war, according to Levin. and closer collaboration against enough
to engage in the long
- more U.S. trainers and an infu- extremist groups, including five term,
it's important enough to
sion of battlefield gear will help named in the letter.
pay for," Obey said.
meet that goal. But it's unclear.
The letter, delivered by
Lawmakers also want a
Levin said, what role tens of national secunty adviser James greater
commitment from
thousands of additional U.S. Jones, included a blunt warning NATO
allies so dae U.S. isn't
combat troops will play in that that the U.S. would not tolerate
footing the bill on its own.
buildup. and Obama has to make support within Pakistan's mili''I've got a real problem
a compelling case during a tary and intelligence operations
about expanding this war where
national address he's seheduled of extremists fightin
g in the rest of the world is sitting
to give Tuesday night from the Afghanistan. At West Point,
around and saying, 'Isn't it a
U.S. Military Academy. at West Obama is expected te announ
ce nice thing that the taxpayers of

'PITTSBURGH (AP) Making one's true love happy
will cost a whopping $87.403
"this year, a minuscule increase
from last year. according to the
latest cost analysis of the items
in the carol "The Twelve Days
of Christmas.That's the grand total for the
:single partridge in a pear tree to
the 12 drummers drumming,
purchased repeatedly as the
song suggests. according to the
annual "Christmas Price Index"
compiled by PNC Wealth
Management. The price is up a
;mere $794. or less than I perZeent, from $86,609 last year.
The cost of buying each item
just once is increasing this year
to $21,466. up 1.8 percent from
last year's $21.081.
Jim Dunigan. managing
executive of investment for

PNC Wealth Management,
which has been calculating the
cost of Clvistmas since 1984.
attnbuted the modest increase to
lower energy costs and fewer
wage increases.
It's the smallest increase
since 2002. when the cost actually decreased. according to
PNC.
The main dnver behind the
higher cost is that the pnce of
gold has increased 43 percent,
bringing the five gold rings up
$150 to $500.
Although wage increases
were modest, nine ladies dancing, at $5,473 per performance,
is the costliest dent, surpassing
the that of any of the material
goods.
The most expensive goods
are the seven swans a-swimming at $5,250. but their cost

decreased 6 3 percent from last
year's $5,600. Dunigan said
their cost tends to be the most
volatile because of supply and
demand; they were up 33 percent last year over 2007.
Costs for the 10 lords a-leaping (S4,4I4 per performance).
II pipers piping ($2,285 per performance) and 12 drummers
drununing ($2,475 per performance) remained the same as last
yesv. Dunigan says that reflects
the labor market in which the
unemployment rate rose to near
10 percent after sitting below. 5
percent for much of the decade.
And for those who would
shop online, d wordpf caution.
PNC says
you'll pay
$31,435, which is down from
last year's online pnce. but still
about S10,000 more than in the
traditional index. "In general,

coverage. Others say they'll go
unless a government plan to
compete with private insurance
companies gets tossed. Such
concessions would enrage laserals. the party's heart and soul.
There's no clear course for
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev., to steer legislation
through Congress to the president's desk. You can't make history unless you reach 60 votes,
and don't count on Republicans
helping him.
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But Reid is determined to
avoid being remembered as
another Democrat who tried and
failed to make health care access
for the middle class a part of
America's social safety net.
"Generation after generation
has called on us to fix this broken system," he said at a recent
Capitol Hill rally. "We're now
closer than ever to getting it
done."
His bill includes $848 billion
over 10 years to gradually
expand coverage to most of
those now uninsured. It would
ban onerous insurance industry
practices such as denying coverage or charging higher premiums because of someone's poor
health. Those who now have the
hardest time getting coveragethe self-employed and small
businesses -- could buy a policy
in a new insurance market, with
government subsidies for many.
Older people would get better
prescnption coverage.
Most people covered by big
employers would gain more protections without major changes.
One exception would be those
with high-cost insurance plans,
whose premiums could rise as a

)77c.,
,Ave

Fred Johnson
Ered
NO, Farmington. died today (Monday) Nov. 30,
2009. at 1 a.m. at his home He was born June 25, 1929,
in Lake
County. Tenn. Surylvors include his wife. Betty J. Fortner
Johnson.
to whom he was married Apnl 29,1951; one daughter, Kathy
Reyes
and husband, Steven, Winslow, Anz.; two sons, Steven
Johnson and
wife, Janet. Medina, Tenn.. and Freddy Johnson and wife,
Patricia,
Farmington. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yor
kfuneralhorne corn

The funeral for Mrs. Myrtle Nell Rogers Evans will
be today.
(Monday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Colem
an & York
Funeral Home. Rev. Sanuny Cunningham and John
Dale will officiate. Active pallbearers will be Jarnes
Gosser, Rickie Hely. David Heathcott, Jordan
Roberts, Chris Bynum and Brian Eaton. Honorary
pallbearers will be Walter Payne. Barry Eaton,
Jamie Kennedy and members of the Share Sunday
School Class of Grace Baptist Church. Bunal will
follow in the Murray Memonal Gardens. Visitation
is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace
Baptist Church Building Fund. 617 S. Ninth Street,
Evans
M.urray, KY. 42071 or The Hospice House Fund.
803 Poplar St.. Mun-ay, KY. 42071. Online conclolences may
be
made to www.yoricfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Evans, 79, Murray, died at 8:05 p.m. Fnday. Nov. 27, 2009
at Spring Creek Health Care Center.
Bom Jan. 29, 1930 in Tngg County, she was the daughter of the
late William Haydon Rogers Sr. and Bernice Sadler Faughn, who
preceded her in death. She wa.; also preceded in death by one
brother. Rev. W.H. Rogers Jr. and one sister, Linda Eaton.
A member of Grace Baptist Church, she was a member of the
Share Sunday School Cla.ss of which she was a former teacher.
She
retired after 40 years as an LPN with the last 28 years at Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two sons, Marshall Gosser and wife. Freida,
Draffenville, and Kyle Evans and wife, Kim, Murray; two sisters,
Jo
Ann Herron and husband. Larry. La Belle. Fla., and Dr.
Donna
Packa and husband, Joe, Hoover. Ala.; one brother. Gary
Rogers.
Pennsylvania; four grandchildren, Laura Gosser Wilson
and husband. William, James Gosser and wife, Tnsha, Jordan Roberts
and
Mikaylen Evans.

tr

Mrs. Jennifer Renee Williams

WINGATE, N.C. -Mrs. Jennifer Renee Williams,
29, Wingate,
result of a tax on insurers issue N.C., died Friday, Nov. 27, 2009. at CMC Union in Morvoe
, N.C.
Born Apnl 2, 1980. she was a daughter of Buddy and
the coverage.
Sharon Kaylor
Miller.
The public is ambivalent
A memorial service was today (Monday) at 10 a.m.
about the Democrats' legislain the chapel
tion. While 58 percent want of Morgan & Son Funeral Home, Marshville, N.C. Rev. Tony
High
ele,cted officials to tackle health officiated. Online condolences may be made at morganandsonfu
neralhome
@yahoo
care now, about half of those
.com.
In addition to her parents, she is survived by her
supporters say they don't likt
husband, Joe
what they're hearing about the Williams; two daughters, Riley Brooke and Gracie Paige
Williams.
plans, according to a new Kaiser Wingate, one brother, Jeff Miller, Marshville, N.C.; two
sisters,
Jessica Duke, Murray, Ky., and Melissa Gill,
Family Foundation poll.
Mayfield, Ky.; maternal
grandmo
ther. Pviyra and husband. Jack Kaylor, Savann
The Senate debate risks
ah, Ga.;
alienating more people because paternal grandfather, Don Miller. Brooldet, Ga.; 12
nieces and
much of the discussion probably nephews.
will revolve around divisive
issues that preoccupy lawmakers.
"A large portion of the debate
will be spent on issues that Jerry D. Edwards
aren't important to the workabilThe funeral tor Jerry D. Edwards will be
today (Monday) at I
ity of health reform," said Paul p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Rev. Carl Butler
Ginsburg, president of the
will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Stewart
Center for Studying Health
Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral
home
System Change.
Mr. Edwards, 74, Westwood Drive,
Mun-ay,
The debate should start off
died Thursday. Nov. 26, 2C09, at 6:45
a.m. at
modestly, with each side offerMurray-Calloway County Hospital.
ing one amendment. No votes
An Air Force veteran, he had retired
from the
are scheduled Monday.
forrner Murray Division of Tappan Compan
y. He
Of the many issues senators
was of Baptist faith and a member of the
Calloway
have to weigh, abortion funding
County Fire-Rescue squad. Born June 16,
1935 in
and the option of a government
Dexter, he was the son of the late Hugh V.
Edwards
insurance plan promise to he the
and Della Emestberger Edwards.
Edwanle
most difficult.
Survivors include his wife, Manlyn Penney
Edwards, to whom he was married March
27. 1970,
in Calloway County. thtee daughte
rs, Carolyn
Thorne and husband, David, Dexter. Beverly
Penney,
Almo, and Donna Vanover and husband
. Todd,
Cheyenne, Wyo.; iwo sons, Timothy Edward
s,
Benton. and Daniel Penney' and wife, Inger,
Wingo; one brother,
Donald H. Edwards, Paducah; 11 grandch
ildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Myra. Nell Rogers Evans

Internet pnces are higher than
their non-Internet counterparts
because of shipping costs for
birds and the convenience factor
of shopping online," Dunigan
said. PNC Financial Services
Group Inc. checks jewelry Mrs. Martha Laudine Hannon
stores, dance companies, pet
Mrs. Martha Laudine Harmon,89, Benton, died Sunday, Nov.
29.
stores and other sources to com2009, at 1:05 a.m
Britthaven of Benton, Benton.
pile the list. While it is done
She was a member of First Baptist Church of
humorously. PNC said its index
Benton.
mirrors real economic vends.
Preceding her in death were her husband.
Thurman Harmon, one daughter. Sue Denfip, her
Besides putting out the list
for fun, PNC makes it available
parents, Henry York and Ida Bell Tumer York, and
two brothers, Ones(Red) York and Chester York.
to teachers across the country to
Survivors include one daughter, Phyllis A.
teach economic trends.
Sheppard and husband, Rev. John T., Murray; one
While it's unlikely anyone
sister, Eulene Sloan, and two brothers, Londal York
would buy the items, Dunigan
and Joe York, and a sprain-law, Don Denfip. all of
said one item is likely to please.
Harmon
Benton.
"We don't necessarily sugThe funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
gest picking just one, but it's
hard to believe that gold rings chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Don VvIlson and Rev.
wouldn't lead the list on a year- Glenn Cope will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens, Benton. Visitation will be at the
io-year basis," Dunigan said.
funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).

Divided Senate opens health care reform debate

WASHINGTON I AP) • With the Senate set to begin
;debate today on President
•Barack Obama's signature
'domestic issue. the all-handson-deck Democratic coalition
that allowed the health care
reform legislation to advance is
coming apart.
While majority Democrats
will need 60 votes again to finish. some in the party say they'll
jump ship from the bill without
tighter restrictions on abortion

Obituaries

the United States and the U.S
military are doing the work that
the rest of the world should be
doing?"' said Sen. BMW
Sanders, I - V t
British
Minister
Prime
Gordon Brown has said that sev eral allied nations will offer d
total of 5.000 more troops
Speaking Saturday at a news
conference in Tnnidad, Brown
also said Afghan President
Hamid Karzai's government
mdst meet specific benchmarks
that allow foreign troops to
gradually hand over control of
the fighting to local forces.
Sen. Richard Lugar of
Indiana, the top Republican on
the
Foreign
Relations
Committee, said he was wary of
strict benchmarks that put both
sides in an untenable situation if
they're not met. But he said an
early test of success will be
whether Afghan forces can hold
onto southern parts of the country after the U.S.-led coalition
succeeds in chasing out the
Taliban. Army Gen. Stanley
McChrystal. the top commander
in Afghanistan, wants an overall
Afghan security forcc
400.000 -- 240,000 soldiers and
160,000 police officers -- by.
October 2013.

'12 Days of Christmas' items top $87,000

Murray

Holiday shopping off to
modestly positive start
NEW YORK (AP) Holiday shopping held steady
through the weekend after retailers saw a huge crowd of bargain
shoppers buying discounted flatpanel TVs and fleece jackets on
Black Friday, the traditional
post-Thanksgiving Day shopping spree.
Economic worries about jobs
were still apparent as shoppers
stuck to their lists and focused
on practical and small-ticket
items for themselves and for
their loved ones, resulting in a
mildly encouraging start to the
season.
Online sales on Thursday and
Friday, however, rose 1 I percent
to $913 million. according to

data released Sunday by
comScore. an Internet research
firrn.
According to preliminary figures released Saturday by
ShopperTrak, a research firm
that tracks more than 50,000
outlets, sales rose 0.5 percent to
$10.66 billion Fnday, compared
with a year ago. That was on top
of a 3 percent increase last year.
The
National
Retail
Federation trade group said
Sunday it is sticking to its forecast for holiday sales to decline
1 percent from last year.
The question now is whether
merchants will be able to keep
customers coming back for the
rest of the season.
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Edminster will be speaker
at mission meeting Riesday
Wanda Edminster of Murray.former
missionary to Africa, will be the speaker
at the
International Mission Study on Tuesday
at
10 a.m. in the chapel of First Baptist
Church.
She will talk about the Berbers
uf North
Africa and bow God is changing lives
in this
part of the world.
Also the Sharon WeUs Group win
meet
after the program and the Bea
Walker
Group will have lunch after the meeting
at
Dumplin's at 11:30 a.m.

lo's
Datebook

ladies of the Oaks

e-mail: jo.barkeenPourrayledsti.c•111$

Bir4 212170uncemenis

The Ladies ot the Oaks Country Club will play Eindge
on
Wednes.day at 9:30 am.
Members are asked to call Shirley Wade. hostess, at 753-222
0
to sign up to play.
Bndge was canceled on Nov. 25 due to the Thanksgiving holiday.

Benjamin Lucas Taylor
Knsun arid Greg Taylor ot
Murray announce the amval of
their son. Benjamin Lucas
Taylor. who was born Monday,
Nov. 23, 2009. at 2:56 p.m. Re
weighed 7 pounds 10 ounces
and was 20 inches long. His sister is Cate Taylor.
Grandparents are Peggy and
Gary Taylor of Hazel and Cathy
and Jim Hill of Louisville.
Great-grandparents are Anna
Faye and Tommye Taylor ot
Murray. John McAdam ot
Louisville and Mal!. Hill of
Atlanta. Ga.

LBL announces winter
2010 eagle viewing trips

GOLDEN POND. Ky. — p.m., and Feb. 7 - 1-4:30
p.m.
Bundle up in your favorite
River Cruises: Cruises are
Hill Lodge Nov. 276 of Free and
sweater and expenence the $60 per person (meal
included).
Accepted Masons will have their elections for
enchanting sights on a bald 'Tours depart from
Kenlake State
the new year on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge
eagle viewing trip, offered again Resort Park Marina.
Visit
hall. A meal will be served at 6 p.m.
at Land Between The Lakes www.cqriverside com
for a peek
(LBL)National Recreation Area at the CQ Princess luxury
yacht.
Clay Club plan.s sale
throughout the winter months.
Jan. 9 8:30-11:30 a.m
Murray State Clay Cub will have its annual
Back by- popular demand, I brunch cruise) &
Christmas Ceramic
I -4p.m.
Sale on Wednesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to
Brodalnin Lucas Taylor
LBL hosts a weekend of river (lunch cruise): Jan.
3 p.m. at the rock10 - I la.m.
ing chair lounge of MSU Curns Center
cruises January 9-10, a special to I I a.m. to -2
p.m. (lunch
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day cruise) ; Jan. 18 - I
I .am.-2 p.m.
cruise January 18, and another Martin Luther King,
CCMS CSIP plans meeting
Jr. Day
Chns Pack and Victona Garland of Murray are the parents of a
Saturday lunch cruise January (lunch cruise); Jan.
Calloway County Middle School's CSIP Committ
23 - s.m- son. Cameron Reece Garland. born on Saturday.
ee will meet
Nov. 7. 2009, at
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in room 213 of the school.
23, for up close views of the 2p.m..(lunch cruise)
2:01 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
eagles from the water.
Other Winter Programs: Call
Grandparents are Antoinya arid Greg Garland of Murray
and
Despite cold temperatures that for additional informat
TOPS meeting Tuesday
ion and
Paulette Olive of McKenzie, Tenn.
usually keep people indoors, pnces.
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday
Great-grandparents are Debbie and Jan Vance of Murray
from 9 to 10
and
bald eagles thrive in winter cona.m. at First Chnstian Church. Visitors are welcome
Dec. 5
1:30-3:30 p.m. Georgia and Johnny Garland of Dexter.
. For informaditions. What better way to Waterfowl and Eagle
tion call Sheila at 227-1723.
Watch
view bald eagles than relaxing (Meet at Nature
Station)
on a river cruise in the comforts Reservations and
Murray Singles wiD meet
full deposits
of the spacious and beautifully required.
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
of the
appointed CQ Princess? The
Dec. 19
Calloway County Public Library. For more information
6 a.m-.1:30 p.m.
Daniel Woodford and Kaycee Motley of Murray are the parents
call Pat at
9i5-foot CQ Princess luxury Audubon Christm
489-2909.
as Bird Count of a daughter. Hayden Moria Woodford, born on Sunday, Nov. 22,
yacht offers wonderful views (Meet at Nature
Station) Call 2009. at 1:18 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
from both outside on deck and 270-924-2299 for
The baby weighed 6 pound.s 9 ounces and measured 19 1/4 inchmore inforBingo planned Taesday
indoors where it's warm and mation.
es
Knights of Columbus enll hold 3ingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
toasty!
at
Feb. 6
Grandparents are Shelly and Chuck Ameling
I-4p.m. Fort
the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
Kirksey, Jerry
"LBL is a major wintering Henry Anniversary
Motley of Almo and Lou Woodford of Draffenville.
Walk (Meet
spot for bald eagles from north- at Fort Henry Hiking
Trail
Al-Anon meetIng Tuesday
ern areas such as Michigan and Parking Lot)
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First
Canada," said Carrie Szwed,
United
Feb. 15
3-4:30 p.m,
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near
Nature Station Public Programs Presidents' Day Elk
the play& Bison
ground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
Coordinator.
of alco"Because of Prairie Tour (Meet at Ciolden
holism or addiction in a relative or friend.
excellent coordination between Pond
Visitor
Center)
State and Federal Agencies in Reservations and full
Any organization, business or
deposits
New Concord Watch will meet
past yeairs to restore eagle habi- required.
individual who would like an
.
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight(Monda
Land Between The Lakes is
y) tats and populations. we have
event featured in the official
at 7 p.m. at the New Concord Church of Christ. Speaker
seen tremendous increases in managed by the Forest Service, 2010
s will be
Murray Visitor Guide's
Calloway County Jucige Executive L,arry Elkins and
eagles both wintering and nest- U.S. Department of Agricult
Calloway
Tha
ure, event calendar should contact
County Sheriff Bill Marcum. All area residents are urged
ing
in
this
area."
to attend
in parmership with Friends of Erin Carrico
Holiday
at the Convention
this special meeting.
LBL also hosts eagle viewing LBL, to provide public lands
and Visitors Bureau. The guide
Give Her
van trips. During these, LBL outdoor recreation and environ
(Th
Fort Heiman Camp will meet
a Gift
guides take visitors to the best mental education, LBL infor- is sent to print in early
Decemb
Fort Heiman Camp #1834 of Sons of Confederate Veteran
er
and
wildlife
will
be
viewing
in
circuhot
spots
that
on
mation and maps are available
s will
meet tonight(Monday) at 7 p.m. at First United Metticxlist Church, the I 70,000-acre recreation on our website at www.lbL
lation for all of 2010. Ms.
Perfectly
org
Murray% The program will be about General Nathan B.
area.
Visitors
will most likely or by calling I-800-LBL-7077 Carrico can h.: reached by callForrest
Symboliz
es
Cavalry Raid on Johnsonville on the Tennessee River. Any
see migratory bald eagles. gulls, or 270-924-2000. We encouring 759-2!99 or mail at enncarperson
Her Love
who has confederate ancestors is invited to attend. For more
and other waterfowl. as well as age visitors to review our
nco@tOUMIUrray.COM
inforwebmation call Barry Gorgan at 436-2602.
native wildlife species, such as site each season, and through
of Family
out
deer and turkey. Visitors can the season. for our Calenda
r of
enjoy viewing the eagles Events, updates on program
Calloway Alumni has fundraiser
s
December through February.
Calloway County Alumni Association is holding a fundrais
and policies. and temporary- trail
er
Van trips meet and depart and road closures. You
again this year of Amish baked goods from Schlabach's Bakery.
can
from the Golden Pond Visitor find out more about Fnends
Orders will need to be turned in by today (Monday) and will
be
Center
unless
otherwi
se indicat- LBL at www.friendsofibl.org.
delivered on Dec. 16. For a complete list of items available or
to
For a limited tirrie only.
ed. Visitors are advised to dress
place an order contact Sharon Furches at sfurches@mchstcom
or
appropnately for the weather
call 293-8151.
Stop by and pick up your copy of our
Order by Dec. 11Ieft
and moderate walking. Also,
for C.'lrlatmes.
don't
forget
to
bnng
binocula
rs
Health Express lists stops
and field guides. River anises
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
depart from Kenlake State
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar w:reenings today
Resort
Park
Marina.
(Monday') from 12:30 to 3 p.m at Office Depot. Murray.
Reservations and full deposits
are required for all trips.
Support group will meet
"Eagle excursions are very popDeath of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight (Monday) at
ular, so early reservations are
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 753One low pricefor up to
encouraged," stated Szwed.
6646.
Gift certificates are available.
5 Svntitetic Stones!
Reservations & full deposits
Need Line food drive planned
are required for all trips. For
Virtual Kade,660 N. 12th St.. Murray, is hosting a food drive for
more information or to reserve
Murray-Calloway County Need Line until Dec. 20. The firm is also
your space. call 270-924-2020
selling Avon and will donate all the proceeds to Need Line until
weekdays. 8am-4:30pm.
Christmas. For more information call 76I-KADE.
Van Tours: Afternoon tours
are available. Moderate walkMurray Bank plans promotion
ing required. Dress for the
Makes
The Murray Bank has a promotion for the Relay for Life. 'They
a great
weather. Meet and depart from
University Square
have cookbooks for SIO (note corrected price) and new crop halves
the Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Chr
gi:;
rini
or pieces of pecans at $8 a bag or 2 for $15 at both branches of the ($5 ages 12 & under, $7 ages 13
305-D N. 12th St.
bank.
& up.) Dec. 12 -1-4:30 p.m.;
4
Murray
Dec. 13 - 1-4:30 p.m., Jan. 24 S4 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Kentucky • (2'701 759-8700 1-888-231
759-1
•
141
-5014
1-4:30 p.m., Jan. 31 - 1-4:30
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Ednor

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple

Cameron Reece Garland

Hayden Moria Woodford

Events needed
for guide

To place an
ad call
753-1916 LloYL_
LEOGER.,‘TimE.s

Aamari®
Family
Jewelry

ON SALE

NOW!

"Forever Young Calendar!"

LEE
JEWELRY

ARTISANS

HICKORY WOODS
RETIREMENT CENTER

•
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&Tree

NEW PARIS LOCATION
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•
•

Calloway County Chiropractic

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
416 •

is excited to announce our Annual Toy Drive being held
on
Saturday, December 12th from 9:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at our
office. Any CURRENT PATIENT can bring a new, unwrapped
toy
(approximately $10 value) and receive a complimentary
adjustment that morning. Please make your appointments early, as spots
fill up fast.

Sunday by
emet research

•
•
•

reliminary figSaturday by
research firm
than 50,000
0.5 percent to
lay. compared
hat was on top
ease last year.
tal
Retail
group said
ng to its foredes to decline
t year.
tw is whether
able to keep
back for the

\ --,,,
Any NEW PATIENTS that come into our office from Decem
ber
\(.. lst through December 24th, will receive a
•
Chiropractic
•
•
s..
Consultation, Exam,and any Necessary X-Rays for
• (
only $27, and
VIET
RI*
• VERA)ESP
we are going to donate /00% of these fees directly to
ADLEY.
Dishes
•
the Murray
CANDLE
•
•
Family Resource Center. We look forward to sharin
•
•
g
benefits of
•
LENOX ••
chiropractic and giving back to our community!
•
tfINA • CirrST.,
•
•
'You have the night io rescind any free or discounte
••
d servioes wothin 72 hours
•
•
•
1710D Hwy 121 N. Murray - 270.753.6100
• ...and the same home decor, Mexican pottery & iron and gift items you love! •
•
•
•
www.callowaycountychiropractic.com
•
112 E. Washington, Paris, TH • 731-642-7535
•.
•
•
•
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Saturday
•
•

•

•

'0

•

Visit Our Open House
Fri. Er Sat., Dec. 4th Er 5th

•
•
•

YANKEE

MR_OMATIQU,E

• • 111. • • .
• • • •
•'
• •
•
• • • • •
• • • • • • • • •

• • • •
• • •

•- • • • • •
• • •• • • .•• • • • • •• •• .0
I • 111,

(
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ADJUSTMENTS
Achertsers are requested to Mack
the find insertion of thee ads tor on)

Levi 10•111co
Neese
Porowela
Firaamiri
Ilmarmoor Vaarelos
taw Awl Pound
saaap Warromil
Fromm swam
Ouargla,•andriero
ninon 01111101111000
0110011.110
C011.0~0

070
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110
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130
14(1
101
100
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Ili
ISO

'nor Murray Ledger & Times we be

responsible Oa only one incorrect
insertion Are error should be report
ee immediately so conecbons car,
be made

Vim To Boy
Moore For fidor
ApplIoncoo
How fornionsnso
Ammons
Lawn I Clorclor,

Pow taws
Lair Fropw,
Lob For Solo
Lon ha Pow.
Fortls fa owe

11laded

WOW for Sr.
10111100erTin '•
Dun PM*
magi Liam vorocoos
USN Can
Vona
Wel rnoTfa
Cann.
Mani I Wawa
liarrocrao OTIono
0/•• Column
10100.4.0 11 SoPloaa•

Firewood 293-2487

t 7 1-

...3.3S extra tor Smart Saver (Mon. Classafieds go into Srnart Sever)
sinil

DEADLINES

Smirk*
Ikeda

WILK
Fn. II La
kat pa

II/aboty
Nada
Flay
Sati,

pa
"al pa
Ns 11 us
lloa I pa

Mel

58.25 First Day • 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:S.12 per word per day.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 29R,

MN .10
vi
.iss•
ter1414
•
ia 06
.1yen.a
1.41. - ••
_

rebate. 27(

bow
Debt
Sedans
PON

Caw
No COI

No Bq

761/HRI

BABY Grand 131anos
black,
white,
mahogany. very race
$4.800 tax delivered
437-4432

AGNES'S
Cleaning
Service Residential,
Business
Experienced
references availabte Cali
for estimate Insured &
Bonded 556-4287
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
RETIRED LPN will sit
with sick or elderty. Any
shitt. (270)753-6692
WILL sit erith sederty.
Have references.
270-227-5069

• tOrnOrrOW, wish them a
OC Happy 40th Birthday.
She will be at CCHS.
He will be at
Drywall Systems Plus.

a taip 614.
Mike

Larry Thweatl would like to apologize
to my fnends and neighbors.

!
"t;;;
E:
7 11
MDM COMPUTERS

Especially to Jennifer.

AD FOR ONLY
575.80 PER

MONTH
CALL 753.1914

NOTICE
Advertisers ars
requested to check
the find Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible tor only one
Incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can
be made.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
mformation do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responstbaey whatsoever for their
activities

NAVY Reserve serve
pameme No military
exp
needed
Paid
training & potential
sign-on bonus Great
benefits Retirement
Call Mon-Fn
1 -800-777-NAVY

Woodrnert of the World
Lite Insurance Society
is looking for a futt-time
Administrative
A.ssistant to work in our
West Kentucky State
Marketing
office. This position
wtll wont 40 hours a
week. M-F and offers a

Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church
For more information
call Director Dorothy
K Rogers

(270) 753-8698
PROPERTY

Management
Company is now hinng
a full time Leasing and
Marketing Manager
Candidate must possess basic computer

knowledge E3enefits*
Drug Free Workplace'
Background
Screening• Equal
Opportunity Employer
Fax resumes to
(270)759-3005

SUBSCRIPT TODAY1
430.00 3 months- CIIITIEW &every
753-1916

BUYiNG old U.S. Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

Coleman RE
753-9898
2 Bedroom, stove, ref.,
CAVA. eiec. gas,
water furnished, oven,
shop downtown.
$450.00 per month.
Call (270)293-0,301
2-BR

bnck duplex
Located 609 Elm St.
Qutet,
residential
neighborhood. Close to
hospital.
school.
VVeaks C,enter. C/H/A.
edict, dw, disposal, carport. 10x20 covered
deck with lights and
cetling fan $600+$400
depose moves you in.
Available Dec 8th.
293-2797.
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various
locattons
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex, CM/A, aN
appliances, newly
remodeled.
(270)753-0259

07457:
•
BAGS et B
UNG
"AFFORDABLE"
ail $26 & Under ; ...,

0

Designer Inspired 1 v
4
Handbags & Jewelry '
Pe
&loth 066
*New eerie. added weekly•

Trencis & Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff s Buddin 1

C111231
BLUE & Gold Macaw.
7-year-old. hand-fed
tie/large cage.

2BR duplex, w/appl -

asking-61,500. EZ-go
electnc golf can 6-new

2BR near MSU, appli-

batteries.
asking-$2,500.
(270)227-8701
LOCAL
Molasses

Sorghum

(pt/qt)
Turnips turnip greens
and other assorted
greens
(lb/bushel)
Also 4-sale 40-60lb
feeder plgs (270)2277625 for directions to
farm

[
LARGE.
SELECTION'
este *memo is
WARD IRPONS

(270)153 1713

Lou V. MeGary

- PREPLANNING ()allas tVillought,y

Does Your Niro; Par 100% of
the Dedui bie,

Avoid inflationary cost

MEDICAELE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
bre% rx able Meditaid
Approved

f rrnd

ances & carport, no
pets Cali 227-7414
ances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

k

I

Cell (270)21C-2533

460
10,100001/ow 10

Homes For &ski

10,1 yonr d.ell?

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

36c
Rivets
\

MR( 'sit/44%4..1
284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

&

Lease

No

pets

1AL

RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST
Center of 121 \ •lreendale.
lat.$25 1%15 $411
436-2524
1270i 293-006

(rol

PREMIER
MiNiSTORAGE

•Inside climate controi
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

P-w•

TWO free onside only)

spayed cats,
They must stay together and go to a very
good home They
have been & are very
loved family pets, but
must find a new home
Also have Cockatiels
for sale,
Two w/cage $100 00
(unsure of gender)
Two w/out cage
$70 00 They also
must stay together
For information please
contact Charlotte er
227-0999

G&C
STORAGE sod
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753 6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

WAREHO.USES

2/3BR, 2BA brick, 2car garage large-storage bam on corner lot
Just south of Murray,
priced under appraisal
753-3119 293-2482

: Damage
: *Decks

ng for lease Free
standing building with
parking Great location
in Murray $350.per
morth Available 121
Call now 615-478-4724
761-0131

NEW 2.100sq ft 2BR,
2BA. 2 car garage.
county gas/water near
Murray, hilltop acre
$144 000
270-519-8570

2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA, see a
onfine at
2007calumetway.com.
767-0106

New 2-4
Bedroom homes la
Riverfield Wafts.

2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage, brick. excellent

'lit; Real
Profess

condition & neighboreuod 1402 Cardnial
Dr Murray Reduced

\

3BR, IBA investment

lair

Loadi

270-753-1916

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

RI RRA1

LEDGER &TIMES ..
.
Loca1

Check

$.30.00
455.10
$105.0

Mail

rnror(( outo41
111

All ()titer Mall
Subscriptions
nio.
475.00

390.00

6 Km.----$96is
1 yr.......-...$145.011

MoSni2
e7rder

Visa

WC

Name
St Addrvss

fre .

yours

270-753-5562

(270)753-1916

Zip'

Daytime Ph.
Noires For Sae

per inonth
Up to 20 words

State

brick
2.800+ sq ft . 5 years
old, 5 acres Lynn
Grove area 435-4687

1

3010-----435.111
ow
-Alai
I yt

City _

2 5BA

270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accidi
Call Boggei
Shop
Where your
agents go Sir

,G•ii

Subscribe to the

3mo.
-

3E3R.

'

7
r.ri.....A.i..i

SPECIALI!!

1850-St Rt 121S
Murray..KY 42071

75

Murray 1.4dget

Rent of KINTN
, poty.., H,.1\1;0
0.
150

for ONLY S85

Res . Com .
Licensed &
All robs - hig

Can us we will be
gfait to help.

rental
house 713
Sycamore,
Murray
$550 gross monthly
rent
$60.000 obo
978-1644

Home 1)elivery

This 1x1.5

24 Nom I

,.. ,111 111
,
11-4.'

3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.

1'!.1.,

Ele
Since It

293-71172

6120,000 obo
978-1644

karma, I edger la liana. Fair
%tolmte
-ohrtt I., IN I. deal
ho n

YOUR
COUL
'HERE
ONLY,
A _NIO
CALL 75

ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR, 2BA,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage. concrete dnve,
patio & front porch, no
city taxes. $8,000
rebate, first time buyers 210-3781.
559-2032

4-PLEX 281 Native
Circle Berton $1.760
gross monthly rent
Must sell. $180,000
obo. 978-1644.

FULL BLOODED labs
$75 female. $50 male
436-5517

could.be

•Home/ Mobili
Repair
416 5517

460
Kamm For Sao

Estate

BUYER Fell Throughi
Poopom puppy
753-2251
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Calloway Garden
Easel Downs
Apartments

5acres lake. lots of outside decks, 5 acres up
to 90acres. 559-2032.

L

AFFORDABL

Carpentry
•Remodeling
*Screened Pc
*Garages
*Water & Ter r

Prop For
COMMERCIAL build

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7888

0 00 Cost Esl
227-9641

Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 753-191-6
and place your ad todav!

• Climate Control

$425
753-6156

753-1816

thkS I OR 10IrR RUSIN! SS

Muray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great VIOW. WO,
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits Depoert

ILL
LAWN S
Mowing,
tandsca
teat Var
y,

011 /SI it

indoor pool, gymnasium, (26' tall ceiang),

(270)978 7441

•

SIN( I 199

•247 Surveillance
- Electricity

4BR, Cht/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

so5 Diuguid Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedris tin Apartments
270-7534554
TDD 1-818.545-1833
Ert., 3I3 .0
6
[3.9 opportunity

_

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from

HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel. KY
must have references
6450 month + $450
security

1977 Dodgr
motor
hon
great 270-W

7i3-9224
l't xsi t% M111 SS %111

11,000-SO.F F. home in
country. 6BR, 6BA.

2BR, stove & refrigerator, dw, w/d hook-up,
C/1-tA. $550/mo. 1 yr
lease, 1 month depose.
No pets 753-2259,
270-527-8174.

Cam

n isnot, Owners

We Offer
•All Size Units

2BR brick, appliances
furnished No pets
753-0728. 994-3308

'll I

Ri sun Ntitt;21 (ommt RI 111

Phone (270)759-1565

\4.1‘t

06 Toyota A
ed new fir
61,000 mile
obo 293-64:

PIK (II

Pon Sallin
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Services

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Pticne 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO S1-800-648-6056

mou
Call 75

201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Medicare Supplement.
Please call me for an appointment.

• 15

Stirtin.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HSU IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CUEN1113

WHAT 15 MEDICARE
ADVANTAGE?
it is an alternative to a

USED

Pre.Anangement Speoalist

You are reliponsible for the deduvtihle that
Medicarr doe*: not pav 81 024 un Part A. $135 on
Part B Call me tor more information

Low utilities. Quiet,
What you've beer
/coking for $440 +
deposit.
(270)978-0913

locations

•
•
•
•
•

4382

Kingdom Kids
Learning Center,
licensed preschool. is
now receiving applications tor a Director
TArpari2iinsgt.ve
20
11 itie
o gin

various

GET THIS
1X 1
AD FOR
575.00
A MONTH
753-1916

contact
Greg
Robertson at 270-753-

PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR

1BR, price reduced

2 Rockford Fosgate
10' subs and Planet
Audio arnp•400w,
Ported box and winng
int.ticied $250.00
(270)227-6900

If you are interested in
this professiona position with a quality cornParY
that has been in business since
1890,
please apply on-line at
sinew.woodmen.org or

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/HiA

1 OFI 2bc apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109

ANTIQUES, Call Lany

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(2704364022

Qualified candidates
must possess strong
computer skills anti
previous
experience is preterred Recent college
graduates are weicome to appiy

LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled, on
campus. CA-VA, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnrshed, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

$295

Murray

paid
sick

WOODMEN OF THE
WORLD UFE INSURANCE SOCIETY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

LARGE 3BR
753-8012.

753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th

competitive wage plus
a generous benefits
package
including
health, dental,

vision. 401k,
vacation
and
leave

or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

759.3556

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant

INSURANCE

$550/mo.
You wont find a nicer

1BR, 1BA apt. w/c1
$350
2BR townhouse w/d
$455
Please cali H3M10i
North Apartments
753-7559

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

woo
_
GET THLS 1X1

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only

480

OSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT011

1 5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
Chi/A,
water, sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished
small
indoor
pet
allowed $675 mo
293-740A

HAW

Odicare

OPC

When Assessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
Nehpage at
un ledge' com.
vim u ill he redirected
to pitinetwork COIT1
By default.
Murray and total ioh
listings 10 Appear on
tho o elute
However it. a murex',
urtisite. not all listings
on the polmetwork COM
are plated through
the
Ledger
Times Please iall
us it
have any
questions regarding
the Murra area
nth listings Thank you

\

58.50 Column Inch,
Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
(All .3 Ads Mir‘r Ku,. Within o Dray Perks'
$3.35 per column inch extra tor Monday IShopp • Guider

Rreuresd

PT custodian positioe
available
Flextble
hours Make inquines
send ,esume First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main St . Murray,
KY 42071
270-753-6460

DISCLAIMER

•I

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Fr
iday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Happy Birthda%
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The holidays are a time for family fun.
Whatever your family tradition, do it sober.
Sober Spirit. Life at its best. Add nothing.
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But make no mistake about
what, in her view, makes the
show. special.
"I know there's nefarious
behavior. and gangs, and guns
and gunrunning. But to me.
•Sons of Anarchy' is a faintly
drama," she says.
Granted, the family is a band
of outsiders, outcasts who have
cast their lot with the club, however at odds they may behave
within it. (Among the series'
large ensemble, Mark Boone
Junior, Tommy
Flanagan.
Johnny Lewis, Theo Rossi, Ryan
Hurst. William Lucking and
Kim Coates play other club
members.)
Like Gemma. they've got personal issues that don't get much
personal scrutiny.
"Those people are all about
shame, guilt. denial, secrets,"
says Sagal. "They just sit on
stuff and it builds up and then
they shoot people. They don't go
to therapy or do yoga."
At the same time, these are not
goons or buffoons. any more
than Gemma is the cliche motorcycle mama. They're relatable to
viewers as fellow members of
the nation's least exclusive club:
the struggling working class.
Business setbacks, and worse,
abound for the Sons. They seem
to never get ahead. They keep on
trying to provide for themselves
and their lovIed ones. They do
what they feel they have to do
(guns, drugs, porn as well as the
auto-mechanic business thdt
gives then) some cover) to hang
on.

(270i619-5313
•Certrfied Portable
•Aiuminum •Stainless

3301 St. Rt 121N.

GOT LEAVES?

270-978-5655
270-759-9295
Deer Accident, etc
Call Boggess Body
Shop
Where your insurance
agents gc Since 1970

housewite tor 11 seasons on the
F0S sitcom "Married... with
Children."
For three seasons she starred
on the ABC comedy "8 Simple
Rules," which was rocked by the
sudden death of co-star John
Ritter early its second year.
Along the way. she snagged
the role voicing sexy one-eyed
mutant Leela on the cartoon
series "Futurama"(now back in
production for Comedy Central.
where, next summer. 26 new
episodes will supplement the
reruns the network is airing).
But with Gemma, Saga! has
given life to a character that
makes the audience forget those
she invented before.
Gemma came into her life
thanks to her husband, Kurt
Sutter. who created "Sons of
Anarchy" after seven seasons as
wnter and executive producer of
FX's landmark cop drama "The
Shield."
"He began researching outlaw
motorcycle gangs and came up
with a great sort of mythology
about that world," Sagal
explains. "And during that time,
he said, 'I have a part for you.' I
was excited about it. But I didn't
really know what it was. I don't
think HE knew what it was."
Despite the initial shortage of
details about the show, "I knew
it was going to be dark and violent, and I was up for that."
Sagal laughs. "I spent many,
many, many years doing a different kind of thing, and I was
ready for a change, so 'Bring it
on!' was what I felt like."
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Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75

By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Wnter
NEW YORK (AP) — Season
two of the FX driuna "Sons of
BRUSH &
Anarchy" is primed to end with
HAMMER
bloody payback. It's likely to be
• Painting • Fix-it's pretty.
• Repairs • Decks
The Sons, a fierce and fiercely.
pressure wsshed
close-knit motorcycle club, are
set to wreak havoc on enemy.
& stained
(270) 436-2228 torces that have cut into their
„___outlaw livelihood and horned in
on their turf (the curiously
named town of Charming.
Pool Table Guy,
Calif.).
20 Years Expenerce
Further upping the ante for the
Pooi Taber Boo" Sold
Serviced rxi Leaved
season conclusion (Tuesday at
731 81910 p.m. EST): The club must
teach the ultimate lesson to that
band of white separatists who, at
the season's start, sent the club a
message by seizing and raping
its matriarch, Gemma Morrow.
Played by Katey Sagal,
Gemma is dishy. shrewd and
tough as wife to the club's president (Ron Perlman) and mother
of its twentysomething rival for
the throne (Charlie Hunnam).
But recoiling from the shock
and shame of her attack, she has
shown viewers a previously
unglimpsed vulnerable side.
"This season I had to keep ask-ing myself,'Who IS she, vulnerSimmon's Handyman
able?"' says Sagal. "I had to
& Carpentry Service
trust that people are multifacOver 25 years. Calf
Don, Murray area.
eted, that everybody has differ5194,57o.
ent colors. But week by week, I
THE Murray Ledger & was having
to check: 'Where am
Times considers its
sources reliable. but I with this character?"'
With her long, lean figure and
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this ascendant cheekbones, Sagal
information do so at
first found fame as Peg Bundy,
their own nsk. Although
persons and compa- the big-haired, smart-mouthed

nies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibliity whatsoever for their
activities
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24 Newt senesce
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Katey Sagal: Happy as the Horoscope
Iv lacQuelles
mom on 'Sons of Anarchy'
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ML GARAGE DOOR
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& maintenance on
doors 8 operators
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293-2357,
435 4049
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Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your communication
style draws a firm response
There is a tendency to go overboard and create much more in
your life. Defer to someone who
might not take him- or herself too
seriously. You are certainly not
ready to make a decision Don't
fight a stunning insight Tonight.
Visit +ma) fnends over a meal or
on the phone.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Know what works financially. and stick to your guns
Others could try to sway you to
their way of thinking Be open to
what might be an uncomfortable
realizabon about a fnend. Work
through it if you care about ih'is
person. Tonight Time to do
something lust for you.
GEMINI(May 21-Junts 20)
***** Energy and charisma
mix. Information comes forward
from a partner or associate.
Canng grows between you and
another person. Investigate pos
sibilitles that surround a creative
interest A boss is erratic, lust
don't react 'Tonight: As you want
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*tr* Surpnses, perhaps not 100
percent welcome, come your
way. Refuse to give in to knee
ierk reactions, and think about
what is coming down your path
Consider opbons more carefully
that surround someone at a distance and your well-being
Tonight Vanish. do your own
thing.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** How you deal with others
comes through loud and clear
The problem migni be some
one's Jealousy You head in a
new direction. Your way of handling news could be very different. Tonight' Don't lose focus
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Srapt. 22)
*** A rnust appearance doesn't permit your emotions to scatter all over the place. Your way of
viewing someone could change
substantially if you detach. Put
yourself al this person's shoes
Tonight: Working late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Rernatn even and
steady You know where you are
going, but you might question
some of the details And your
world is changing quickly at that
Investigate new technology that
you have resisted Tonight. Take
an overview
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Relate on a one-on-one
level You might not be suro how
a partner will fall on a creative
matter or issue. A brainstorming
situation nas ramifications you
hadn't considered
Tonight
Surprises abound
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others call the shots
Surprises occur with your personal
or
domestic
life
Understand what is happening
and that you cannot change the
current pace Stay open Tonight

*** A sudden realization could

1
1
--- 1
_ 1
1
—

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll liave: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

rile

—.ASA

isa

HAPPN
BINTHDAN
for
Thesday, Dec. 1, 2009:
This year, you could experiens
more disruption on the hom,,
front than you have in w hilc
You might wonder what is best
to do and which way you want
go. Much in your mink-thaw
environment falls apart. alloy,
ing greater give-and-take and
growth potential. If you stas
open to your potential and are
willing to revise your goals. you
will greet an unusual sense ot
success and satisfaction. If you
are single, though unusually
attractive. it will take awhile to
find that right person or develop
the type of relationship you
desire. You also might discover
that what you thought you wanted is no longer valid. If you are
attached, the two of you add
more excitement to your relationship, but be sure it isn't too
much. Allow your significant
other to call the shots more
often. GEMINI can be quite
challenging.

Be an observer rather than a
player

Reg. S1,095 Sale Price
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STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th Street• Murray,KY
"Since 1876 A Name

YOU

Can Trust"

impact your performance What
was taken as a given might no
longer be. The unexpected continues to point to a different
course Emphasize work and
givens Tonight. Work as late as
need be
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*****
YOUr
playfulness
emerges. pointing to a new direction Nevertheless, you cannot
afford to take a risk How you
deal with someone could change
dramatically Deal with someone
more directly than in the past
Tonight Stay away from financial
matters
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Keep communication
open Realize that you lust might
be the problem in a situation
Can you change your approach?
Could you be sending shock
waves? Only you can answer
this Tonight Catch up
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COMICS / FEATLRFS
Best wishes of the season
bring out scrooge in critics

Looking Back
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Recurrent boils need treatment
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KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

MURRAY STATE 108, TENNESSEE WESLEYAN 49

LESS

LAW
lSRAEL LEAL r AP
Kentucky's John Wall celebrates atter
beating Stanford in the final of the
Cancun Challenge In Cancun, Mexico,
Wednesday.

Cats hoping
to paint
Freedom
Hall blue

RACERS' WINNING
STREAK EXTENDS TO
5, BUT MSU FAR
FROM PERFECT

By MIMS. DANN
Sports Editor
The opinions vary, but despite
averaging over 80.2 points per game
this season and putting together a
five-game winning streak that
includes a 108-49 victory over Tennessee Wesleyan Saturday night. the
Racers know they are anything but
flawless.
Senior forward Tony Easley, who
had a double-double with 13 points
and 10 rebounds in the weekend
victory, said MSU needs to keep
its focus.
Donte Poole, who led the Racers with a game-high 16 points,
alluded to the fact that while the
team is shooting better than 50 percent from the field. all of MSU's
By Will. GRAVES
shots still aren't falling.
AP Sports Writer
Billy Kennedy, who is in his
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API — Kentucky forward Patrick Patterson walked toward the fourth-year at the helm may have
Louisville Cardinal logo splashed across mid- summed it up best when he added
court at Freethe team becomes too casual on
dom Hall on
both ends of the court.
Sunday night,
However, nothing was casual
UNC
Ashevil
le vs.
about the way Murray State played
looked over
Kentucky
Saturday night.
his shoulder
When: 6 p m
The Racers set a new team steal+
and did a Where:
Freedom Hail fLou.svaie Ky
record with 25, eclipsing the old
playful jump- TV. FSN Scutt)
mark of 23 set back in 2001 against
stop on the Rad.o: WCE1L 99 I FM
Records: UNC-A 0-5 (0-0, Big South.),
Colorado Springs.
bird.
UK 6-0 (0-0 SEC)
Saturday' night was also the first
A couple A.11-TIme Series: Kentucky leads 2-0
time since a 2003 win against Chicaminutes later,
Wildcats centers DeMarcus Cousins and Josh go State that Murray State scored
Harrellson did their teammate one better, more than 100 points at the Regionslamming into each other in mid-air before al Special Events Center.
Moreso, the Racers have held
landing — loudly— on the image of their
archrival as the thousands of fans who turned opponents to 60.8 points per game
out for an open practice/autograph sessions during the winning streak and the
NAIA Bulldogs were no threat to
roared.
That wasn't exactly v.'hat coach John Cali- Kennedy or the Racers, but there
part meant when he told his team to get is still a method behind the head
coach's machiess in scheduling such
comfortable at the venerable arena.
"Like I said, we do dumb things," Cali- games.
"It's something you do to posipari said with a shrug.
Besides. if Calipari has his way, the famil- tion a home game before conferiar UK logo could replace the bird in a cou- ence so you can get your confidence up and get a chance to get
ple years.
The fifth-ranked Wildcats (6-01 play UNC- some experience frorn guys who
Asheville (0-5) on Monday during the team's don't get to play a whole lot," he
annual game at Freedom Hall, a tradition said. "We were able to get that
that goes back decades. It's one Calipari accomplished."
With an early pair of Ohio Valhopes to expand on in the future after the
Cardinals head to a new downtown arena ley Conference games coming Thursday and Saturday against Eastern
next fall.
Calipari said Sunday he could see the Kentucky and Morehead State, thc
Wildcats playing "two or three" games at Racers want to keep their momenFreedom Hall if there's enough community tum going.
The Racers and Morehead State
support, pointing to the area's large alumni
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Tures
are co-favorites to win the OVC. Tony Easley throws down this dunk
for two of his 13 points Saturday night
against Ten•See WILDCATS, 10
The MSU-EKU game will be aired nessee Wesleyan. Easley
firlshed with a double-double, pulling down
10 rebounds in Muron ESPNU, which is all the more ray State's fitth
straight win.
reason for Easley and Poole to live
oftensive standpoint and gets a glim- said. "As much
up to their talk.
work as we put from the floor while putting
six
mer in his eye when he speaks in. the shots just
"We
tend
to
lose
aren't falling right players in double figures.
our
focus
on
NFL ROUNDUP:
MSU
defense, on what man we're guard- about just how much better the now. The deeper we get into the outscored
Tennessee Wesleyan (2TENNESSEE 20, ARIZONA 17
ing. what defense we're in." Easley Racer offense can he from where season. I think those shots will fall 3) 70-28
with points in the paint
it
now.
is
said. "We can•t afford to do that
into place and we•Il be that much as Ivan
Aska chipped in with 15
"We execute everything really better."
against the two teams we have
The stingy Racer defense forced
well,
but we really haven't reached
coming in. It's the small things
Mun-ay State (5-11 had no prob- the Bulldog
s into 36 tumovers and
the point where we're making all lems on the
that we can fix ourselves."
offensive end Saturthe
shots
we
know
we
can."
he
day. The Racers shot 58 percent
•See RACERS, 10
Poole looks at things from an

FIFTH-RANKED UK
HOSTS UNC-ASHEVILLE
IN ANNUAL GAME

Today

Young's big
drive lifts
Titans
Racers lose second straight at Georgia tourney
WOMEN'S COLLEGE HOOPS: \!ORGAN STATE

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Kenny Britt
caught the pass and jumped to his feet -only to be stripped of the ball with time
ticking away.
No worries. On the next drive, Vince
Young gave the rookie a chance for redemption, and he came through by leaping up to
grab Young's 10-yard pass at the back of the
end zone as time expired to cap the Tennessee Titans' stunning rally to a 20-17 victory over the Arizona Cardinals on Sunday.
"Emotions — there's really no words for
it." Britt said. "Everybody' is just so happy.
You see people with the expressions that you
didn't see around here for a long time. It
just feels so special to be in the locker room
with those fellas."
The catch capped an I8-play, 99-yard drive
that used up the final 2 minutes, 37 seconds.

LUCKET1'TAI,LIES CAREER-BES't 22

PoiNTs, 15 BOARDS IN I,OSING EFFORT
Ety MU Sports Information
The Murray State women's basketball team fell to Morgan State.
83-74, in the consolation game of
the Georgia State Thanksgiving Tournament.
The loss was the second-straight
for the Racers, who started out the
season with a 4-0 record for the
best start since the 1988-89 camMurray was led by senior Mallory Luckett, who tallied a careerbest 22 points and added 15 rebounds

and eight assists. The double-double was the second of her career
and on the season.
Sophomore Rachael Isom was
also in double -digits for the Racers with 14 points. Seniors lasmyne Thornton and Kayla Vance
were strong for Murray. with nine
points each.
"I asked Mallory Luckett to score
a little more today and she hit
a
couple of big threes early," said
head coach Rob Cross. "She had
a phenomenal effort tonight anti
I

83, MURRAY STATE 74

can't say enough about what that
brings to the team."
Luckett opened the scoring in
the game with one of her careerhigh five three-pointers in the first
33 seconds of the game. She added
a second less than a minute later
to give the Racers an early 6-3
lead.
Murray' went up 11-7 in the first
three-and-a-half minutes and held
onto a four-point advantage for the
next six minutes before the Bears
pushed the tempo of the game.
With just over 10 minutes remaining. Morgan State started a 9-1 run
to tie the game at 18 and take it+
III See WOMEN, 10

WORMS'S
STANDINGS
School
Murray State
Morehead State
Eastem Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
SE Missouri State
UT Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Jacksonville State

OVC(Overell)
0-0 (4-2)
0-0 (4-3j
0-0 (3-3)
0-0 12-3)
0-0 (2-3)
0-0 (2-3)
0-0 (1-3j
0-0 11-4)
0-0 (1-5)
0-0 10-61

Ism*
Morehead State 68 Longwood 62
Green Bay 88. Southeast Misaoun 50
Eastern Minas 110 Brescta 28

Spowrs
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season
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•Wildcats
From Page 9
base and the ability to expend
the Kentucky brand.
"This is the Commonwealth's
team," he said.
One that hardly appeared
concerned about hnw the Cardinals would react to ass EAstomping.
"If it does, it does." Panerson said. 'That's on them."
Patterson couldn't help but
smile just a little while talking about it, a sign that the
swagger is back at the home
of college basketball's all-time
winningest programs
The Wildcats haven't exactly played perfectly during their
start, scratching out wins over
Miami (Ohio). Sam Houston
State and Stanford. Yet they've
found a way to survive behind
freshman star John Wall, who
hit the game-winner against the
RedHawks then rescued the
Wildcats against the Cardinal
with a pair of late free throws
to force overtime.
It isn't exactly the dominance
some expected when Calipari
brought in the top recruiting
class in the country after taking over for Billy Gillispie lett
spring.
Calipan, however, knew
there would he growing pains.
And for all of Wall's heroics,
particularly
isn't
Calipari
thrilled with the way his point
guard keeps throwing the hall
away. Wall is averaging 4.6
tumovers a game and sometimes
gets the Wildcats into offensive sets Calipari says he's never
seen before.
Then again. he'll happily
trade the miscues if the Wildcats keep winning. And with
showdowns with No. 11 North
Carolina and No. 13 Connecticut looming in the next two
weeks. Calipart believes the
tight games won't hurt.
"The good news for us is
we've been in close games.
thank goodness," Calipan said
"We've been down 18. thank
goodness We've had to win
in overtime. thank goodness.
Other than being beat by 30
there aren't a whole lot of
things we haven't experienced
to a certain level."
That probably won't happen against the Bulldogs, who
have already lost to No 9 Tennessee by 75 two weeks ago
Don't expect the Wildcats
to focus on trying to one-up
the Volunteers.
"We're not trying to do anything to try and match the
score that they did," Wall said.
"We're not trying to beat this
team by 100-some points. We're
just trying to get better and
prepare ourselves for our next
couple of games."
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MICHAEL DANN / lodger & Times
Ivan Asks wits up this shot over Tennessee Wesleyan's Matt Harper in ths first haff Saturday night at
the RSEC. Mika finished with 15 points in 21 mlnWes.

lying nine points of their own
to take a 60-45 lead.
Once Murray got back to
scoring, Vance scored the next
nine points for Murray to help
re-energize the team.
The spark from Vance helped
the Racers start a 15-6 run
starting with 9:30 left to play
and ending with 3:30 left. During the sPan, Murray cut the
deficit to three points. 6/1-65
The Bears then built the
lead back out to six with free
throws, but a layup and made
free throw by Luckett with
1:18 left cut the lead to one
possession.
Morgan State then benefited at the chanty stripe, making 9 of 1 attempts in the
final 1:15 of the game on its
way to an 83-74 win
The keys to the game were
shooting percentage and free
throws.
The Racers earned clear
advantages in rebounding, 52,4.5. and made four tnore threepointers than the Bears (8-4).
But Morgan State made 32

trips to the free-throw line and
Murray only earned 14. The
Bears also shot 40.8 percent
from the field to the Racers'
35.9.
The Racers will return to
the RSEC for the opening Ohio
'Valley Conference games of
the 2009-10 campaign next
weekend.
Murray hosts Eastern Kentucky Thursday at 8:30 p.m.
The Racers will also face preseason OVC favorite Morehead State Saturday at 5:15
pm. before taking the next
week off for finals.
"We have to come out ready
to play," said Cross. "1 think
that with such a young team
it is going to be important for
the seniors to explain and show
this week that we are going
to raise our intensity level"
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From Page 9
its first lead, 20-18. with less
than seven minutes left to play.
The Racers quickly tied the
game again and that started a
back-and-forth scoring battle
for the next three minutes
The Bears then went on an
8-0 run to increase their lead
to eight points with two minutes remaining. The teams
again traded baskets for the
remaining time and Morgan
State took a 39-32 advantage
into the locker room.
"We came cut with no energy from the beginning of the
game," said Cross. "I was disappointed with the energy in
the first half and the first five
minutes of the second half."
The second half started with
both teams trading baskets for
the first seven minutes and
the deficit for Murray ranging from seven to I I points.
The Bears then picked up their
defensive pressure and held
the Racers scoreless for just
over three minutes, while tal-
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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with these teams We expect
ed to handle this game and
dos team and we were able
10 accomplish what we want
ad to out there Out guys were
ready to play and that wa,
good to see "
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Murray State
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Austin Posy
SE Mlesawl State
Morehead Stet.
UT MAIM
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Staff Report
The high school basksimill
season opens tonight acrom the
Commonwealth and for two
Itx:al squads.
The Calloway County boys
travel south to take on Henry
County (Tenn.) in Pans while
the Murray girls heiid north to
hattle Reidland.
Both games are set for 7:30
p.m. tip-offs.
C'alloway County is coming
off a 23-7 season and a 4th
District championship but is
charged with replacing six significant contributors from last
year's roster.
Henry County has played two
pmes this season and brings
a 1-1 record into tonight's
matchup The Patnots wertt 258 last year and advanced to
the Region 5AAA tournsuneM.
An early pick to challenge
for A hilt Region title, Mtteray's Lady Tigers will try tO
build on the momentum of lais
last season
Murray finished tfie year I 9 9 and played both Martha!!
County and Calloway County
within two points.
Reidiand finished 4-18 in
2008-09

Mornay Ledger

Monday, Deo. 7
Baltimore at Green Bey 7 30 p m
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1 TOUCHDOWN CLUB
FISH FRY
Sunday, December 6'^
11;00am-2:00pM
Calloway County High School Cafeteria

Tickets $10 for adults & $8 child (12 and under)
Otto; are ivailabte nom any Calloway County Football Player
'bY csnlm9 270-293 2479 or 270-227.3255
0
Tickets also available at Oss door on Sunday, December kr
!,,try. out Orders availatee at wail
items we bet collected to ba ranted off at the Fish aryl

So ,;orrse Ann us after church for a southern Fish Fry and ail the firin s
::sterin; by Holmes tamer Restates/10
NI prowl& Woe Ow Callerway cooky Football Proven.

Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats
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75.3,6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
lid. Sim/Ill

1271
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2010 MEMBERSHIP FEES
Singie $5SO
Each additional family member just $125*
2010 MEMBERSHIP WITH UNLIMITED CART USE
Singla $ ISO°
Each additional family member $325'
0M E1114ON/
1.
f

14e

'Terrify member being a spouse
or chrld 18 years or y0002er
Winter rote* now ayallabtal
I e holes

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Ii)%1;/
u •

•

Hwy.'1114 .•

with goo cart luel $261
The
moat
affordable
I ales In
Murray!

&
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